Abstract. As the production of stereoscopic content increases, so does the need for post-production tools for that content. Video inpainting has become an important tool for rig removal, but there has been little consideration of the problem in stereo. We present an algorithm for stereo-video inpainting that builds on existing exemplar-based video completion and also considers the issues of view consistency. Given user-selected regions in the sequence, which may be in the same location in several frames and in both views, the objective is to fill in this area using all the available picture information. Existing algorithms lack temporal consistency, causing flickering and other artifacts. We explore the use of long-term picture information across many frames in order to achieve temporal consistency at the same time as exploiting inter-view dependencies within the same framework.
Introduction
Digital cinema has increased the possibility of video content re-expression during post-production. For instance, convincing visual effects are created by removing gear-supporting objects or actors during the time of the shot. If a clean plate sequence showing the background is available, it is rather simple to paste in the uncovered foreground region with techniques such as video matching 1 under constrained camera motion. Yet arranging a clean plate image capture can be a tedious exercise outside a studio, so it is beneficial to have tools to remove selected objects automatically, using only the information left in the sequence.
Many techniques deal with object removal for traditional video. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] Even so, there has been little consideration of the problem in stereo, and as the production of stereoscopic content is rapidly increasing, so is the need for new tools to manipulate that content. Manually touching up stereo videos would require at least twice as much work, not to mention taking into account consistency across views. Apart from object removal, applications of stereo inpainting include view synthesis, image-based modeling, occlusion generation for stereoscopic displays, 6 replacement of saturated areas in one of the two views of a stereo-video 7 (due to differences in camera setup), etc. Single view to stereo conversion can also benefit greatly from our automatic technique, relieving artists from doing a tedious manual work.
In this paper we propose a framework for stereo-video reconstruction, aimed at achieving high-quality results in the context of film post-production. We note that three types of constraints must be fulfilled to achieve the best reconstruction: temporal smoothness, spatial smoothness, and stereo consistency. Our proposed framework builds on existing exemplar-based techniques and extends them to process stereo videos. Our algorithm reduces the amount of candidate pixels and constrains their possible origin by consistently utilizing motion and disparity vectors in the whole video. Variations in lighting are explicitly corrected to homogenise the reconstruction, and we put the emphasis on preserving the structure of objects by using SSIM 8 to compare candidates.
Related Work
The core of our technique is related to still image inpainting algorithms, the most successful of which belong to the class of image completion and are able to fill in large holes while preserving both the texture and structure of the surrounding image by combining the strengths of variational inpainting and texture synthesis. State-of-the-art image completion techniques, such as Criminisi et al., 9 use the exemplar-based framework inspired by greedy texture growing algorithms. 10 Locations at the hole boundary are selected, then matching blocks are searched for and copied from known regions to replace the missing data. More recently, a global optimization approach has been proposed by Komodakis et al. 11 to solve quality issues in previous heuristic techniques.
From Image to Video Completion
It is possible to propose to solve this problem by a direct extension of image-based techniques to process each frame of a video sequence individually. Unfortunately, this triggers flickering and ghost shadows artifacts, as observed by Shih et al. 5 due to the temporal discontinuity of inpainted areas. As we want to inpaint videos, our work is also related to video inpainting techniques, which seek to enforce temporal smoothness in the reconstructed video so as to avoid those artifacts.
A straightforward method presented by Wexler et al. 2 is to treat the video as a spatio-temporal volume and enforce the consistency directly in the new feature space. But an exhaustive inter-frame search for the best candidate to replace a missing area would be too costly due to the high-dimensional nature of the medium. However, the greater amount of data in a video compared to a single image introduces a lot of redundancy, which can be exploited to fill in missing areas. Therefore, there is no need to search the whole video to obtain an acceptable reconstruction; hence, most video completion techniques 2, 5, 12, 13 use various strategies to decrease the size of the search area.
Motion vectors are natural candidates to guide the reconstruction process, so object tracking and motion segmentation of a video have been widely used. For instance, Shih et al. 5 constrained the reconstruction within motion layers to enforce temporal smoothness. Segmentation remains a difficult problem because motions can be complex due to fast-moving objects, motion blur, and non-rigid bodies.
The exemplar-based video reconstruction technique presented by Patwardhan et al. 13 reduces the amount of frames to search for good candidates by computing and analyzing mosaics (accumulated motion compensated background/ foreground layers), but the authors do not give many details on how many frames are selected and how the search is constrained within each candidate frame. The use of a very simple segmentation differentiating only moving objects against a static background seems to be a good way to avoid artifacts at the boundary of objects, but such a simple segmentation is likely to fail in most of our test videos, where background and foreground are both moving.
To avoid segmentation, the technique presented by Kokaram et al. 3 uses a Bayesian framework to reconstruct the underlying motion field first so as to be able to infer sources of good candidates to replace the missing information. The technique does not take into account fast movements in the background and lighting change. Motion vector reconstruction can deal with occlusions in a more consistent way than motion layer-based methods by estimating the occlusion map jointly along with the motion vectors. Artifacts in the examples presented by Kokaram et al. 3 suggest that the method can be improved by incorporating a better mechanism to propagate the underlying structure and texture of the image, thereby increasing robustness to errors in motion estimation. It seems that exemplar-based techniques do well at preserving spatial details; hence, we suggest use of that framework here.
Motion repair is a difficult task, and simple ideas can yield an acceptable solution while avoiding this tricky step. For instance, to extend their image completion technique, Bornard et al. 12 have suggested to add data in the previous and next frames to a set of candidate pixels and then to draw the best match to fill the hole in the current frame. To construct the source sub-images in the previous and next frames, they used global motion vectors to predict the location of the current missing site. Approximate motion reconstruction is enough as a large area is included to the candidate set around the predicted location, but, due to the lack of high-level understanding, all necessary information must be in the direct spacetime surroundings of the missing area. When defects remaining across several frames are corrected, the technique would fail as long-term temporal coherence is necessary.
From Single View to Stereo-Video
In addition to spatial and temporal constraints, our technique has to consider stereo consistency. This constraint opened a fairly novel field of investigation. In a stereo pair of images, some data can be directly recovered from one view to the other because both images are mostly similar. Moreover, for object removal in particular, some uncovered information can be recovered in binocular half-occlusion areas visible in one view only as was suggested by Barenbrug et al. 14 for the purpose of occlusion generation.
A first idea to maintain coherence across views is to use the disparity vectors as motion vectors were used to maintain coherence along frames in a video. Estimation of the interview disparity map in the missing area is a key to the still image technique presented in Wang et al. 15 Their method jointly reconstructs color and depth information via an image completion process guided by depth and also applies a consistency check across views, allowing incorrectly filled areas to be refined. The quality of the reconstruction depends on the quality of the depth maps; therefore, it degrades when stereo matching fails, i.e., in textureless regions and when specular reflections occur. In our proposal, this effect is reduced because we use disparity vectors only to guide sampling from large enough areas across views.
The technique presented by Gunnewiek et al. 6 that combines stereo, temporal, and spatial reconstruction sources is related to our work as well. In that paper, blending all three sources produces temporally smooth data with visible spatial blur. Some artifacts from the temporal output are then filtered out by averaging with the other sources while some of the resolution obtained by the temporal technique is lost due to mixing with a poor spatial reconstruction. Consequently, the generated occlusion data (using the same terminology as Gunnewiek et al. 6 ) is similar to a low-pass version of the optimal reconstruction. In a similar manner to this work we propose to include all consistency constraints in a single framework, but we achieve reconstruction by copying the best candidates from selected examples instead of merging several sources. Figure 1 shows a left/right image pair for one frame in a stereo three-dimensional (3-D) sequence. The task is to reconstruct a user-selected area in the stereo video (in this case shown as a pink patch in the third column of Fig. 1 ). To solve the inpainting problem, our algorithm boils down to searching the available data for good candidates and selecting the best match (that preserves the structure in the reconstruction) as a replacement for each missing pixel.
Proposed Framework
The area to reconstruct can consist of unwanted objects or defects that should be corrected. Depending on the application, the selected hole (generally noted Ω in the literature) can span several frames, be located in one of the two views, or both. It is not restricted to foreground objects and can spread across several depth layers. The hole is delineated by the user at each frame n ∈ f1; : : : ; Ng in view V ∈ fL; Rg [each side, left (L) and right (R) of the stereovideo flow] as a binary mask M V n ð·Þ with values equal to zero at unknown sites to be reconstructed (see the pink missing area in Fig. 2) .
We model image data at each frame I V n as a twodimensional non-stationary Markov Random Field (MRF). * Hence, the image value at each site x depends only on the *Instead of treating the data as a stereo-video volume directly, we adopted a 2D þ t þ v approach to the inpainting problem.
values at neighboring pixels in a spatial support region Ψ x , centered around x. Following the non-parametric sampling framework and similar to Bornard et al., 12 we do not explicitly construct the conditional probability distribution pð· j ·Þ. But we seek to approximate it via a function f ð·; ·Þ depending on a sampling set SðxÞ containing enough known image data to capture the parameters of the texture-generation model:
Non-stationarity implies that the distribution must be different for each pixel, which is achieved by selecting a different sampling set at each site. As our data is contained in a stereoscopic sequence, we can exploit much more data than just a single image. We want to use this data as efficiently as possible to model our distribution via a careful construction of SðxÞ.
The situation is illustrated in Fig. 2. An extract of k − þ k þ þ 1 frames from a sequence is displayed with the left/ right pair shown for the current frame n only. The problem is to fill in the missing area in the current frame, shown as a black blob. Each missing site x is therefore contained in that black blob. The sampling set, or the image data from which the sampling set is derived SðxÞ, is created from several patches shown in red, i.e., a sampling patch from the current frame S L n ðxÞ and across view S R n ðx 0 Þ (represented by solid red squares in Fig. 2 ). We could also include patches across the entire temporal trajectory (shown as green arrows) in the current view and along time on both stereo channels T L n ðxÞ, T R n ðx 0 Þ. In practice, just two temporal sampling patches are used at
shown. To present the problem in a Bayesian fashion, we define our goal as maximizing the probability of the selected sampling set, given each missing site x in view V and frame n. Given the neighboring known data, i.e., y ∈ Ψ x such that M V n ðyÞ ¼ 1, which we will denote as M V n ðΨ x Þ, we have:
Consider now a missing site x and its counterpart x 0 in the stereo pair of frames at time n. Without loss of generality, we assume that the reference view is left (L). Then, by decomposing the sampling set into subsets in the current frame S L n ðxÞ, across view S R n ðx 0 Þ (represented by solid red squares in Fig. 2 ), and along time on both stereo channels T L n ðxÞ, T R n ðx 0 Þ, we have:
A similar equation can be written for the right view. We could go further, expressing each term in the equation above, but we combine all constraints in a patch-matching scheme, Raimbault and Kokaram: Stereo video inpainting described in greater details in Sec. 5. We simply extend traditional techniques, 10,12 using source data from across time and view. We do not strictly enforce time and view smoothness constraints via an energy function; however, we constrain the origin of candidate patches from the motion compensated volume in time and disparity compensated volume across views (see Fig. 2 ). This requires vector field reconstruction inside the hole, which we do as a preprocessing step (see next section).
The coherence of the reconstructed area is maintained by including spatial, temporal, and stereo data together in the sampling set S, which is the basis of our model. We now provide further details about the implementation of our technique. See Fig. 2 for an illustration of the construction of SðxÞ along time and across views.
Pre-Processing
Prior to any processing we observed in our test data that colors between views can differ significantly due to differences in the balance setup of the cameras. 7 This can hamper binocular merging, so we use Pitié and Kokaram's color mapping 16 process (implemented as a standalone plug-in for NUKE) 17 to equalize the color range across views before any processing (see the first two columns of Fig. 1 ).
We assume that the user can supply a binary matte of the hole region M, either manually or via any detection or tracking method. In our tests, we used an industry standard rotoscoping technique available in NUKE to draw the hole outline on key frames. Displacements of the objects are then interpolated between key frames, but user interaction is often required to refine the selection. The mask on one view can be automatically propagated to the other view using the interview disparity vectors. Here again, a NUKE plug-in called OCULA 18 provided off-the-shelf tools to obtain stereo masks, requiring a small amount of user intervention to correct the propagation. We subsequently exported the masks so as to input them to our inpainting technique.
A more delicate step is estimation of the motion field and disparity field inside the missing areas. We experimented with two different techniques to estimate correspondences between pixels from one frame to the previous (backward motion vectors) or next (forward motion vectors) along time and from one view to the other at a given time stamp (inter-view disparity vectors):
• Small holes can be covered by a grid of blocks, which displacements can be estimated via weighted block matching on overlapping blocks (for smoothness) given the available data outside the holes. When the motion of the background is simple enough (slow translations, for instance), this techniques yields satisfying results.
• The motion behind larger holes cannot be well represented by block displacements as the size of a block would have to be increased too much, thereby incurring a loss of resolution. Given that motion and disparity vectors are available for free in the stereo-video post-production pipeline, we first use classic tools (available in NUKE, for instance) to estimate the fields outside the missing region. Then, we propagated the missing motion and disparity vectors from the boundary of the hole toward the center, frame by frame, pixel by pixel, via weighted average over the support region of each pixel.
More sophisticated estimation and interpolation for motion vectors 3 and disparity vectors 15 should be considered for the task of large object removal.
Exemplar-Based Reconstruction
We choose to neglect the "temporal R" term in Eq. (3) as it is mostly redundant with its counterpart on the other side of the stream. The remaining temporal subset T L n ðxÞ can span several frames (around the current frame n), but the most useful information is available only when the missing area is uncovered. Assuming we can estimate the moment in time when the underlying information at x becomes visible (using the reconstructed motion vectors), it is possible to slice the space-time surrounding volume so as to keep only the most informative frames fn þ kg k∈K . Therefore, we only keep candidates from these frames: fS
is the motion-compensated position of x at time n þ k. Formally, the resulting sampling set is the union of the spatial, temporal, and stereo subsets as follows:
A similar result is obtained for a missing pixel on the right view. The choice of the sampling set Sð·Þ heavily affects computational performances as well as the quality of the reconstruction. Given the high level of redundancy between frames in time, we found that the temporal subset can be limited to a small amount of motion-compensated frame fragments (typically jKj ¼ 2). In Fig. 2 this means that it is enough to keep the data in the solid red squares to construct a good approximation to the distributions we want to model in Eq. (1). Since there is a missing site x at frame n and in view V, the neighboring support information Ψ x (square patch around the current pixel in Fig. 2 ) is partly or totally missing, but if we can find a similar patch Ψx around a known site, it is likely that the image value atx in framen and viewV is similar to what should be the unknown value at x. Hence, we set up the function f in Eq. (1) to represent a patch-matching strategy aimed at choosing the appropriate candidatex in the sampling set SðxÞ (called "candidate set" hereafter) to replace the missing value at x: I V n ðxÞ ≔ IV n ðxÞ. In order to find a good candidate, we compare patches via a distance measure dð·; ·Þ and select the best match:
We apply our technique pixel by pixel, iteratively on one view along the entire video; then, the other view is filled, partly using information previously reconstructed. We build on the exemplar-based inpainting technique presented by Bornard et al.. 12 What we seek is the best-match pixelx in SðxÞ, as the unknown pixels are revealed, using coherence search 19 as necessary to reduce computation. Details follow on the construction of each subset making up the candidate set as well as further details of the implementation.
Priority and Spatial Consistency
Spatial consistency is preserved when both texture and structure information is reconstructed in the missing area in accordance with the surrounding data in the current frame. According to Criminisi et al., 9 the order of filling at each frame, determined by a measure of priority, is critical to preserve structure. We use a priority score;
made of a confidence term Cð·Þ favoring unknown pixels with more valid surrounding neighbors (from Bornard et al.) 12 and a data term Dð·Þ, putting more weight on pixels having more edge points in their support region, as in Shih et al. 5 Therefore, we have:
M V n ðyÞwðy − xÞ and
where M V n ð·Þ is a user-supplied binary matte for frame n in view V, which equals zero for unknown pixels, Ψ x is a square patch of pixels around x of size l × l (l ∼ 10 to 20), and wð·Þ contains Gaussian weights with standard deviation σ w ¼ 1 3 l. A standard edge detection technique is performed on the available data during pre-processing and stored in a binary mask E V n ð·Þ labelling "edge pixels" with the value 1. Missing pixels in the fill front (border of the missing region) and close to texture edges have higher priority, and are selected first.
The spatial subset of the candidates for the current site x to be filled is constructed by selecting valid pixels inside a square area nearby, S L n ðxÞ (see Fig. 2 ), as in Bornard et al. 12 This area is grown so as to contain at least 400 to 1000 pixels, depending on the size of the original video, to heuristically maximize the spatial term in Eq. (3) while not increasing too much computation time. If no other data is available, this approach ensures spatial consistency is preserved.
Candidate Subset along Time
If one tries to use image inpainting for each frame of a sequence independently, most of the time flickering artifacts will occur. Searching for candidates to replace the missing area in the whole video is too costly; hence, we used motion vectors as a principled way to prune the search and build up the temporal candidate subset. The extension to video inpainting proposed by Bornard et al. 12 only uses the previous and next frames in the sequence to expand the candidate set, which is not sufficient in many cases where the hole spans several frames before the missing information is uncovered. Therefore, we enhanced the technique by possibly using information in frames that can be far apart from the current frame.
Note that iterative video inpainting propagates a correct filling at frame n only if it is correct at frame n AE 1. It is therefore very sensitive to initialization: garbage can be propagated if the initialization is poor. For instance, in Fig. 3(a) a frame has been filled using a fixed time window around it. This produces an inaccurate reconstructed bag strap. In Fig. 3(b) long-term video data has been used to fetch the available information when it is revealed (10 frames later in this example). Thus, the twist in the strap can be reconstructed from the start. We use previously estimated motion vectors to guide sampling from selected slices of space-time volumes to achieve the reconstruction as shown in Fig. 3(b) . We track the displacements of a patch around the current pixel x and select useful frames (before and after the current one) when this patch is outside the hole.
The amount of temporal data fS V nþk ðx k Þg k∈K to be included in the sampling set can be tuned depending on the application or the complexity of the scene so as to maximize the temporal term in Eq. (3), given the tracked patch. In our test we only kept candidate pixels in the two closest frames n − k − and n þ k þ , respectively, before and after the current one (the selected areas before and after the current frame are drawn in Fig. 2 ), giving K ¼ f−k − ; k þ g. For robustness it might be useful to increase the size of the area containing possible candidates around the estimated displaced pixel x k , depending on the inter-frame distance k ¼ k AE . Indeed, as k increases, so does the error in the motion estimation; hence, selecting a larger area may help Fig. 3 Comparison of temporal completion using neighboring frames (a) and useful frames (b). The reconstructed area lies inside the green square -see the missing region in Fig. 1, third column. include pertinent data to the candidate set. This is a trade-off between computation time and quality.
Often, the lack of spatial information can be compensated by the existence of temporal information and vice versa, so it is important to combine both cues. For instance, if it is not possible to find any k − or k þ such that the pixels inside the hole are visible in the source (e.g., when trying to remove an immobile rig), it is possible that it is never visible. In that case it is likely that synthesized information, using by default the previous, current, and next frames, will be good enough.
Candidate Subset across Views
In stereo both views are almost the same, and correspondences can be found between all pixels that are not in binocular half-occlusion areas. The main idea is then to use the information available on the other view to fill in the current view. 14, 15 To enforce stereo consistency -that is, preservation of the 3-D effect on the reconstruction-we add the candidate set data around the stereo counterpart to the current point S V 0 n ðx 0 Þ (the selected area across views is drawn on top of Fig. 2) . We include the same amount of data as in the spatial subset.
Note that if no correspondence exists to the true current point, or if the estimated disparity vectors are poor, then temporal or spatial information is more likely to be selected for reconstruction. So, unlike the warping step of stereo inpainting, 15 the sole use of patch-matching allows our technique to be robust to errors in the reconstructed disparity field. When one side of the stereo-stream is reconstructed, the new information available is likely to be selected for reconstruction while combining it with other sources without the need for mixing or sewing fragments together.
Candidate Selection
Once the full candidate set is constructed (all subsets are drawn in Fig. 2 ), candidates to fill the missing color information at x are searched. As in Bornard et al., 12 Gaussian weighted patches Ψ y around candidate points y are compared. Instead of using a measure based on the sum of squared differences (SSD), we used a weighted SSIM 8 -based distance dð·; ·Þ so as to emphasize the preservation of structural information:
See Wang et al. 8 for details on the computation of the weighted SSIM. We used the same weights w as in Eq. (6) . We chose α ¼ 1 as a normalizing factor for simplicity. We chose SSIM not only to penalize structure degradation but also because it has been designed to be closer to our natural sense of visual quality than simpler measures such as SSD.
The matching strategy is similar to the template matching idea from Shih et al. 5 as only the pixel in the center of the patch is being replaced by the best candidatex with minimum value of dð·; ·Þ in the candidate set, which solves Eq. (5). The surrounding information ensures that the structure of the source image is preserved in the restored hole area.
Coherence search 19 is used to prune the search if possible, which allows whole blocks to be copied from the source (i.e., the known data) without the burden of constructing the candidate set, thus reducing the overload of per-pixel replacement.
Color Correction and Update
Note that as we consider candidates from a wide area around the estimated points (typically containing 500 to 1000 pixels), rough estimates of the motion vectors (and disparity vectors) are generally enough. The chosen candidate to replace the missing pixel can come from a frame that is far from the current frame on the time axis. Changes in illumination can cause a color discrepancy that, if not corrected, yields visible artifacts in the reconstructed area as shown in Fig. 4(a) .
To solve this problem, we used a 1-tap linear predictive model of intensity change and applied the correction channel by channel in the RGB color space:
where d V;W n;m ð·Þ is the vector field mapping image n to image m or view V to view W and eð·Þ is the error. We used a weighted least square estimate over a patch Ψ x in the current frame to fill (n) to solve Eq. (9), using a Gaussian window w to put more weight on pixels closer to the center: 
where u ¼ y þ d V;W n;m ðxÞ and M is the binary mask supplied by the user, with values equal to zero in the missing area. Then, the missing color information at site x is replaced by the color-corrected best candidate: I V n ðxÞ ≔âIV n ðxÞ. The improvement after color correction can be seen in Fig. 4(b) . Note that we do the color correction as well across views so as to increase robustness to failure of the color mapping step during pre-processing.
Finally, once the missing pixel x has been filled in frame n and view V, the mask value M V n ðxÞ is assigned to 1, the edge mask is updated E V n ðxÞ ≔ EV n ðxÞ and the priority is updated for all unknown pixels around x:
CðyÞ ≔ CðyÞ þ M V n ðxÞwðx − yÞ DðyÞ ≔ DðyÞ þ E V n ðxÞwðx − yÞ PðyÞ ≔ CðyÞ½1 þ DðyÞ
The next missing pixel is then selected to be replaced, starting back to the construction of the candidate set if the coherence search fails.
Summary of the Proposed Algorithm
Given a user-supplied binary mask indicating the pixels that should be corrected in a stereo video, let us first summarize the proposed algorithm: Eqs. (9) and (10). iv. Update priority map and hole mask via Eq. (11). 4. Repeat step 3 for the other sequence using the completed matching sequence as a source of candidates.
6 Results and Future Work All our parameters have to be set manually as a trade-off between the quality of the reconstruction and computation time and should be adapted from video to video, so it would be much more convenient to develop some automatic adaptive parameter setting. For instance, Ψ x should be large enough to capture the properties of the local texture and structure. Since we did not pay much attention to computation time requirements in our tests, we used large patches of size 30 × 30 and 40 × 40 (larger for videos with higher resolution). We used jKj ¼ 2 in all our tests, but one can consider using only one frame along time to reduce computation time or even not using candidates on the current frame (the stereo counterparts are going to be very similar anyway). The candidate set at each selected frame contained between 400 and 900 pixels, depending on the resolution of the video and the quality of the reconstructed vector fields.
To assess the quality of the output in our tests, we used the SSIM 8 measure to compare each view separately to the original sequence for the task of video reconstruction of a sequence degraded artificially. In a test sequence of 50 frames with a resolution of 720 × 378 (presented in Fig. 1) , the average SSIM score is 0.9997 using our algorithm as compared with 0.9989 for Rig Removal. 3 However, to evaluate stereo data, it would be better to employ a measure specifically designed for stereo, such as an extension of SSIM to stereo. 20 Numeric values must always be validated by subjective evaluation in the matter of quality assessment, which can be done by viewing our results at http://www .sigmedia.tv/Misc/Spie2011. We provide a comparison between our results and reconstruction using Rig Removal 3 for each view separately.
A restoration application is presented in Fig. 5 , which shows the reconstruction of one degraded view in a stereo pair. The video consists of 150 frames with a resolution of 960 × 540. In this example a raindrop falls on one of the two cameras of a stereo rig. Compared to techniques that process each view separately, our method can use data from the other view at each frame, so the reconstruction does not degrade with the temporal length of the hole (about 150 frames long). The restored video can be watched on our website as well. The original video is available in the database presented in Corrigan et al. 7 The selected area to restore (binary mask) is too large for block matching estimation of the offset vectors, so we used the optical flow and averaging technique mentioned in Sec. 4.
An example of object removal is presented in Fig. 6 . The video is 70 frames long, with a resolution of 960 × 720. Underlying motion and disparity vectors are not recovered accurately by simple block-matching estimation; hence the complex structure of the background is not perfectly reconstructed. In addition to better motion and disparity vector estimates, a better mechanism to preserve structure within the hole should improve the quality of the reconstruction.
Acceptable temporal smoothness and stereo consistency are achieved by our simple patch-match mechanism, as the origin of the candidates is constrained to lie in temporally and stereoscopically consistent portions of the video. Future work to improve temporal consistency could be to adapt the size of the candidate set along time, depending on the goodness of motion estimation or speed of the object to reconstruct. Our current efforts lie in imposing explicit temporal smoothness and stereo consistency constraints.
Better estimates of motion vectors are necessary to extend our technique to process large missing regions. The current version of the technique that uses block matching or averaging during the pre-processing step provides estimates that are good enough to deal with global motion reconstruction in small holes, but more complex interpolation or inference of the vectors inside bigger holes should improve the results. Our framework can use any source of motion and disparity vectors, but we chose block matching for its simplicity and so as not to rely too much on the quality of the estimates during development.
Occlusions and disocclusions can still pose problems for our method, even if we do use both backward and forward motion vectors to reduce this issue. If the motion of a disoccluded object cannot be recovered, a wrong reconstruction may arise and conflict with the object when it is visible. An idea to solve the problem would be a semi-automatic technique, in which a second pass of the algorithm is carried out on problematic regions selected by the user. The use of longterm data can also be coupled with an occlusion map to improve the consistency of the candidate set.
Finally, note that reconstruction of complex background structure is still a challenging problem. Our definition of the priority measure can be refined, for instance by including a data term based on depth edges.
Conclusion
We have presented a new technique for stereo-video inpainting that has a relatively simple and generic framework. What is interesting is that because of the use of an exemplar-based technique, motion and disparity vectors in missing areas need not be extremely accurate. The candidate set can be extended or sources can be weighted, depending on their level of confidence to adapt the technique to various applications.
Our technique uses simple interpolation methods to guess the missing motion vector values, such as weighted block matching and weighted averaging, thus allowing a good selection of candidate pixels when the surrounding motion is simple enough (typically without scale change or acceleration). The quality of the reconstruction degrades for larger holes, calling for more sophisticated interpolation schemes. 3, 4, 15 In this work we did not exploit the known geometry between the views, which would help in locating the candidate subsets and hence improve view consistency further. Our current efforts lie in exploiting more the geometry between views, as well as motion trajectories, so as to explicitly enforce temporal and stereo smoothness in an integrated framework.
